Water is the basis of life. It’s the most important thing
you consume. That is why Nikken set out to develop a
source of water that is as close to perfect as possible.
To meet this goal, the top experts in water science
were consulted. Intensive research and the Nikken quest
for more perfect water led to the development of the
Nikken PiMag Optimizer II.
Used with your PiMag Water System or
PiMag Aqua Pour™ Gravity Water System,
the Optimizer II is designed to transform
PiMag water through patented technology.

How does it work?
The Nikken PiMag Optimizer II features:
• Magnetic technology that was inspired by thunderstorms.
• Pi technology and oxygenation technology that
works like a mountain stream.
Natural processes, to simulate the water found in nature.

The Optimizer II ensures that your PiMag
water is consistently good. It can modify the
water pH (amount of acidity) and mineral
content. It adds oxygen during the process.
Everyone wants water that tastes better.
Water that is good for them. Water that
they can drink every day, to replace the
water that the human body requires
to function.
The PiMag Optimizer II can help you
meet all these needs. Your water will taste
better. It can help you add plenty of water
to your program
for good
health.

THE NIKKEN PIMAGTM OPTIMIZER II WATER SYSTEM IS PART OF
THE NIKKEN PIMAG™ WATER PRODUCT LINE.
OTHER PIMAG PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

®

NIKKEN

Nikken PiMag™ Water System — A countertop unit that provides
a supply of filtered PiMag water on demand.
Nikken PiMag™ Aqua Pour™ Gravity Water System — The portable
PiMag Water System, no plumbing or electricity necessary.
Nikken PiMag™ Ionic Filtration Water Bottle — For PiMag water
wherever you go.
Nikken PiMag™ Shower System — Half of the substances in water
that can be absorbed every day are in the shower. Make yours a
PiMag shower.

Optimizer II

Nikken PiMag™ Pi Concentrate — Pocket-size, lets you add pi to
water or any beverage, anywhere.
Nikken Magna-Charger™ — Focus-Field Magnetic Technology for
household plumbing.

CAUTION: If you use an electronic medical device such as a pacemaker, or have
a magnetically sensitive surgical implant, avoid close proximity with this product.
Women in the first trimester of pregnancy, or anyone who has a health problem
should first consult a physician before using a magnetic product. Do not place in
direct contact with magnetically sensitive items such as watches, audio/video
tapes, credit cards, portable electronic equipment, etc.
Nikken PiMag water products are for use only with municipally treated water or
other supply known to be safe for drinking.

For desired results with the PiMag Optimizer II, use only with PiMag water
produced by the Nikken PiMag Water System or PiMag Aqua Pour.

For more information on these and other
Nikken products:

Nihon Kenko Zoushin Kenkyukai,
Canada Corp., 6460 Kennedy Road,
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2X3

The PiMag™ Optimizer II puts water in balance.
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Optimized — ionized —
BALANCED — the Nikken solution
in the search for perfect water!

A natural miracle — duplicated
by Nikken
Near a small town in Japan is an area with unusual
topographical features. A narrow stream flows between
two hills. As it happens, one of these hills is largely

The forces of the universe

Natural oxygenation

Pure rainwater falls from clouds that contain a strong

The rotor inside the Optimizer II pitcher agitates the water in a

electrostatic charge — the source of lightning.

vortex (cyclone) pattern.

Rain passes through this highly charged field of energy.

• This packs oxygen into the water while it is cycled through

• The Nikken PiMag Optimizer II features a pair of strong
4,400 gauss magnets, positioned with opposing polarity.
• A powerful electric motor causes the magnets to revolve,

• It works in the same way that water is oxygenated when

producing a complex, strong magnetic field.
The other hill contains calcium compounds. The stream

the magnetic field.
• Agitation adds oxygen to water without using chemicals.

composed of a mineral called magnetite.

• This creates a cocoon of magnetism similar to the effect

flowing over the rocks in a natural environment.
This combination of oxygenating activity, pi minerals and magnetic

between them courses over a bed of silicates, the material

in the Nikken Sleep System. But this is an active field

field is designed to re-create the conditions in the stream where

of high energy.

pi water — “the water of life” — was discovered more than

that forms natural crystal.

• A rotor inside the pitcher — controlled by a 3,500 gauss

The steps to
good water

30 years ago.
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Always start with water from the Nikken PiMag™
Water System or PiMag™ Aqua Pour.
• PiMag water is the breakthrough
“water of life,” a Japanese discovery.
• The PiMag Water System or PiMag Aqua Pour
provides an immediate source of PiMag water.
• Only these water products combine
high-tech filtration and pi technology.
• Less expensive than ordinary bottled water!

And here, Japanese scientists discovered that the

magnet — passes the water through this magnetic
water from this stream had amazing results on the

field many times.

surrounding plants.
What they saw astounded them. They named this
substance pi water. Then they set out to duplicate these

Pi ceramics
Inside the PiMag Optimizer II is a

natural conditions in the laboratory. The result led to

ring filled with pi ceramic material.

Nikken PiMag Water Technology.

Water flows through this pi ring while
being optimized.

Recreated in the laboratory

• Water is introduced to pi ceramics
in the PiMag Water System or

Researchers found that by using special materials, they

PiMag Aqua Pour. The Optimizer

could reproduce the environment that led to pi water in

continues this process while the
optimizing cycle is active.

nature. Special ceramics were used to substitute for the

• The pi element contains traces
effects of the mountains of minerals. A valuable sea coral

of calcium carbonate and other

is used that contains coral calcium, a unique calcium

minerals that occur in environments

compound. These same materials form the pi component

such as subterranean water flows.
• In nature, these minerals

of Nikken PiMag Water technology.

provide control of water pH,
This technology is the basis of all Nikken PiMag products.

reducing acidity.

Enhanced design in
Optimizer II

PiMag water:
23-29¢ per gallon
Bottled water:
$1-$2 per gallon*

The PiMag Optimizer II
adds improvements to the
original Optimizer design.

*Cost comparison includes price of PiMag Water System and replacement
filters against the cost of bottled water over five years of use. Does not include
cost of tap water, typically much less than 1¢ per gallon. Comparison based on
average price of various bottled water products. These figures are estimates.

• A new, larger water pitcher
gives the Optimizer II a full
two-liter capacity. The pitcher’s
closeable spout makes it ideal for
keeping optimized water that’s
ready for drinking.
• The ergonomic layout of the
Optimizer II requires much less
counter space, to fit easily even
in a small area.
• The digital readout panel
features an elapsed-time
indicator that lets the user
determine when to replace the
pi ring, for best performance.

Process the PiMag water in the PiMag Optimizer II.
• Water from your local utility may not
be consistent in quality or composition
from day to day.
• Optimizing your PiMag water
promotes consistency.
• Optimized PiMag water uses strong
complex-field magnetics, pi and cyclone
oxygenation to produce optimal water.
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The PiMag Optimizer II features technology
designed to adjust pH — add ions — and add pi.
It’s available only from Nikken. This extraordinary,
patented technology is not found in any other
product. Anywhere.
For more than 25 years, Nikken has been the world
leader in wellness technology. The Nikken PiMag
Optimizer II is the latest example of this leadership.

